
Dear Debnim, 

lop arc comet. 
pone there litul been 

V21/97 

I had and send herewith the eighOtiebling chapter. I sup-

some development that causdme not to send t. 

Beeaw-30 of the taper I almost srit you the copy h t that is not as clear and 

if any pages are damaged when you get ;.fern I can then send those pages of the 

copy. It is Ozalid paper, the last of quite a few packages of it I had. It was 

for a special and I su.pose cheaper copying *stem H R Block used. lil once 

woe
V  
ked for them and then hanaged fel office. The owner of that franchise gave 

mo all the Uselid paper they had when a newer copying system was UBetl. So, if 

brittle as it is any in damaged, I'll-replace it. 

As I indicated I think my niece can shift the Croden ms
5 
 to a format you can 

all tine. I have no idea whfy she used that one. I should fie hearing from her 

soon. I suggent tint you not take any time on thin until we find if I can send 

a disk with a convenient pogram. 

When you phoned I 	at; tn) dentist's. suld early this morning j.  broke the 

too lower front teeth off cm an apple. 

I got 50 e4-tra yeats 	use of them and the ones on each side of them! 

in 1968 I Lot an attack of pylarhea. I'd never /had it and did not lo Low what 

it was and I was'C\Way for a Month when a friend took iso to hit, dentist in Hew 

Orleans. 'That dentist was about to pull them when he said what the h.:11, you'll 

e hoicio in two days and can see your own duntisti and I want to go fishing: 

So he drained the gum and my own dentist told me he'd not pull them. The 

tree tment was wacoffortable but until that apple this morning they've been of 

a little use. 4 present dentist tqkes calls on his answering machine so I'll 

:ind atw. if when have no pain he'll want to see me before my appointment in 

three days. 

Jerry is on his way over, ;hope you and uerry i:ave a chance to spend sore 
time with him and learn what he has gotten or knows 1  bae that you may went to 

consider using. ,/ -44 	et-/17 Thanks and best,,t0 	111-41. 

wItinum you have the full Riebling 

disk he'll be able to use that. 

sepriose a few o,hers would like it. 

,lo gan talk aidout the later. 

Of the two books I suggested and turned 

over tu him what I'd done, Ex less on the 

elmoutive session- and Honorable hen on 

the lawyers he is going to do Exsess 

first, which is fine. 



September 17, 1997 

Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, MD 21702 

Dear Harold: 

I have finally completed going through all ofthe Inside... chapters that I have — both on disk, as well as 
copies and originals of the manuscript. I am sorry that it has taken so long, but it was not possible to get 
to it sooner. 

Of the Riebling material, I have the first seven chapters which have been put on disk, but I do not have 
the concluding chapter one in any form and do not recall seeing it. If you have a copy that you could 
send, I can type it into the computer and put it on the disk with the rest of the book. 

The other chapter at issue was Chapter 33.1 do have the original manuscript, but I believe it is one that 
was on a defective disk. It is not very long, so I should be able to get to it myself some time soon. 

I also have in my possession the original manuscript of the Riebling and several other chapters from the 
second part of Inside that have already been put on disk, though the corrections not yet made on many of 
them. As soon as I satisfy myself that they have been completely typed up, I will return them to you. 

I received the disk of Bogus from Gerry a couple days ago. I have had a little trouble with the Groden 
disks — they are in a format that requires a specific program (Aldus Pagemaker) in order to access them. 
I have since tracked down a copy of the program so that I can read and print the book. But I think I better 
send a print-out of it to Gerry instead of the disks. I will at some point be able to convert it to a more 
usable format, but it is a time consuming process. I would recommend that if it is possible that any 
typing be done on commonly used word processors programs so that the disks can be used by anyone. 
(These are WordPerfect, Microsoft Word, AmiPro or Wordpro.) 

I telephoned your house this morning around 11:00 and you were out, and I haven't received anything 
from you in a week or two. I hope you are doing OK. I will try again a little later. Hopefully, we will 
have spoken by the time you get this. 

Best regards to Lil. 

Sincerely, 


